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ABSTRACT

This report describes the talks and discussions occurring at a

Workshop on Automatic Problem Solving held at Pajaro Dunes , California
on May 14-16 , 1973.

I NTRODUCT I ON

stanford Research Insti tute

recently organized an informal work-

shop on Automatic Problem Solving, under the sponsorship of the

Informa-

tion Systems Branch of the Office of Naval Research (Contract No. N00014-

73-C-0245). The

workshop took place at paj aro Dunes, Cali fornia on May

14-16 , 1973. In this report we shall present a brief summary of the workshop proceed ings .
Those who attended the workshop are world leaders in the field of

automatic problem solving. Both this workshop and an earlier one held
at Firbush Point , Loch Tay, Scotland in March 1972 resul ted in

qui te

valuable interchange.
Automatic problem solving is a key area of research in Artificial

Intelligence (A. I.

It is anticipated that advances in this field will

lead to computer systems wi th much more flexibili ty and problem- solving

power. Developments

in this field have an impact on systems for informa-

tion retrieval , language understanding, mathematical theorem

proving,

speech recogni tion and understanding, and command and control. The

several projects on robot systems , for example , draw directly on research

in automatic problem

solving.

I I PARTICIPANTS
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Bruce Anderson

Artificial Intelligence

Laboratory

Stanford Uni versi ty
Robert Balzer

Information Sciences Insti tute
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Harry Barrow
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Uni versi ty of Edinburgh
Robert Boyer
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University of Edinburgh

Ted Elcock
Universi ty of

Western Ontario

Richard Fikes
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Center

Stanford Research Insti tute
Michael Foster
Royal Radar Establishment
Gordon Goldstein
Office of Naval Research

Cordell Green
Intelligence Laboratory
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Stanford Uni vers i ty
Peter Hart
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Center
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Edinburgh
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Center

Stanford Research Insti tute
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Center
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Center
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I I I SUMMRY OF TALKS
The following summary gives a few paragraphs outlining the
stance of each talk and some of the discussion

sub-

topics.

Proving Theorems about LISP Functions--Robert Boyer

This talk was based on recent work by R. Boyer and J Moore. A

paper of the same title will be presented at IJCAI-73 in August

Stanford. The authors '

abstract to this paper is as

follows:

We describe some simple heuristics combining evaluation and
mathematical induction which we have implemented in a

pro-

gram that automatically proves a wide variety of theorems

about recursive LISP functions. The method the program uses
to generate induction formulas is described at

length. The

theorems proved by the program include that REVERSE is its

own inverse and that a particular SORT program is

correct.

APPENDIX B contains a list of the theorems proved by the

program.
QLISP--Earl Sacerdoti
QLISP is an extension of LISP that incorporates many
the QA4 language

expressions ,

features of

including pattern matching, associative retrieval of

pattern-directed function invocation , backtracking, and

demons. A version is

now available

use of the BObrow-Wegbrei

at SRI. Future

versions will make

t! control structure to implement " processes.

QLISP allows easy mixing of conventional LISP and QA4-like programs and
in addi tion , gives the user the full power of the edi ting and assistance

References are

lis ted at the

end of this report.

features of BBN-LISP (now called INTERLISP).

Sacerdoti ' s presentation

raised the issue of whether it is better to design completely a new
language wi th all of the desired features well-integrated in a consistent

fashion or to follow the QLISP approach of adding new features to an
existing language ,

thus complicating the syntax. Most

participants

fel t that there have been so many years of effort put into BBN-LISP

that it would be unwise to try to build a brand new language wi th QA4like features.

QLISP is now being used in wri ting programs to prove the correct-

ness of programs. Sacerdoti

distributed a simple illustrative QLISP

program that shows some of the

features. This

program is reproduced in

Figure 1. The current version of QLISP is described in an SRI Artificial
Intelligence Center Technical Note enti

tled "A

Preliminary QLISP Manual

by Rene Reboh and Earl Sacerdoti , August 1973.

New A. I. Language Features for Robot Planning and Automatic
Programming--Richard Wald inger
Waldinger discussed some proposed features that would be desirable
additions to new A. I. languages.

Here a context is spli t

One is the flworld- splitting "

into two contexts . differing only in that there

is a different assertion or goal in

tween an AND spli t

and an OR spli

of the two contexts must

of the goals need be

feature.

each. Waldinger

t. In an AND spli t

both be established; in an

established. Such

distinguishes be, the goal in each

OR spli t , only one

a feature builds right into the

language the capability of setting up AND/OR search

trees.

If accom-

panied by a feature that enables the programs to run in the different
contexts as processes , then the supervision of search is also

There are ,

automatic.

of course , the usual problems of communication between con-

texts.
Waldinger also discussed the desirabili ty of having an automatic
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Load in QLISP

QHELLO
LOAD ( IJGENES I S J
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13C: 28

Load fil wi th user programs
Since the variable QTRACEALL is set to T
all QLAMBDA functions will be QTRACEd

Garbage collection of print name storage

25, 537 FREE WORDS
(HITCH REDEFINED)
(CHECKAGE REDEF I NED)
(CHECKHOBBY REDEF I NED)
(PARTNERSEX REDEF I NED)

(RICH REDEFItiED)
(MAKESPOUSE REDEF I NED)

QGENESIS. ; 17
$t1ARR I AGEDEt'1Dti:S:

Net variables are treated just like
LISP variables
QLAMBDA expressions are treated just like
LAMBDA expressions

(TUPLE CHECKAGE CHECKHOEEY)

PP(HITCH J
(H ITCH
( G!LA 1BDA

(HAPPY

HUMAN) ..COMMENT..

..COl"U'1ENT

..COMMENT..

(OBEX I STS (PERSON
:S:E

( = (PARTNERSEX (

(PERSON $HUMAN

THEN (QASSERT (MARRIED $HUMAN $Y)
APPL Y $MARR I AGEDE ONS )

( OPUT (PERSON $HUMAN)
MARR I ED TO $Y WRT GLOBAL APPLY
$COMPUTERELAT IONS)
(; (HAPPY $HUMAN

(HITCH)
SETUP J
TRUE

Evaluate the user s initialization function

MAKEHAPPY ( (ADAM SARA))

Try to make Adam and Sara happy

HITCH:
QA4 : ARG= (HAPPY ADAM)
PARTt ERSEX :
QA4 : ARG= (PERSDN ADAM)
(PARTNERSEX) = FEMALE

Example of function trace

Function returns

' FEMALE

CHECK AGE :

QA4 : ARG= (MARR I ED ADAM MARY)
( CHECKAGE ) = OK
CHEC HDEEY :
QA4 : AR6= (MA R I ED ADAM MARY)
CHECKAGE :

-Function is called ,

but does

not return; it caused a failure

QA4 : ARG= (MARR I ED ADAM AL I CE)
. CHECKAGE:
QA4 :ARG= (MARRIED ADAM EVE)
(CHECKAGE) = OK
CHECKHDEEY :

QA4 : ARG= (MARR I ED ADAM EVE)
I;;

5072, 10182

Garbage collection of list storage

FREE IJJORDS
(CHECKHOEEY) = (TUPLE (CLASS SNAKE-CHARMING GARDENING VDLLEYEALL)
(CLASS GARDEN UiG HUNTING FISHING))
1AKESPDUSE :

QA4 : ARG= (PERSDN ADAM)
(MAKESPOUSE) = ADAM
(HITCH) = (HAPPY ADAM)
(HAPPY. ADAM)

HITCH:
QA4 : AR6= (HAPPY SARA)
PARTNERSEX :

QA4 : ARG= (PERSDN SARA)
(PARTNEFSEX) = MALE
CHECt(At:5E :

QA4 :ARG= (MARRIED ADAM SARA)
I CH :

QA4 : ARG= (HAPPY SARA)
(RICH) = (HAPPY SARA)
(HAPPY SARA)

FINISHED

protect "

mechanism for maintaining the truth of goals already

during attempts to establish

established

others.

Predicate Calculus Programming--Robert Kowalski

The author

s advance abstract of this talk

follows:

The interpretation of predicate calculus as a programming

language is a recent development made possible by two
in the field of automatic theorem-

proving. The

advances

first is the

advent of more efficient theorem- proving systems , such as

SL-resolution. The

second is a new appreciation for the

dependence of problem- solving efficiency upon the form of

the axiomatic representation of the

problem. This

tion, stated in terms of the programming language

observa-

interpre-

tation of predicate calculus , is just a statement of the

familiar fact that different programs for solving the same
problem can be equivalent in meaning but very different in

comput ational efficiency.
The programming language interpretation of predicate

calculus

involves regarding an axiomatisation of a problem domain
a program for solving problems wi thin tha t domain. The

theorem to be proved represents the input associated with a

given problem. The theorem- prover
running the program for a given

acts as aq interpreter

input. Proving

that the

theorem is implied by the axioms amounts to computing a
tion for the problem represented by the

provers can be used for computation
notably by Cordell

Green. What

theorem. That

solu-

theorem-

has been observed before

is new is our thesis that

when well- wri

efficient

tten predicate calculus programs are run by an
theorem- prover , then the resul t ing search for a so-

lution is done in a manner similar to , or more intelligent

than ,

that which would be done by a more conventional pro-

gramming language

interpreter.

During the presentation , Kowalski emphasized the following

(1)

points:

There are three main paradigms for automatic problem-

solving, namely the problem-reduction or AND/OR tree

paradigm ,

the theorem- proving paradigm , and the program-

ming parad igm.
(2)

One can establish an isomorphism between the theorem-

proving paradigm and the others. Specifically, if one
limits oneself to proposi tional logic , the isomorphism

is with the AND/OR tree paradigm; if one allows

predicate logic ,
paradigm can be

full

an isomorphism wi th the programming

established.

(3) The AND/OR tree parad igm is inadequate since it cannot
for example , handle dependent subproblems.
( 4)

In the predicate logic as programming paradigm , there

is a nice spli t

between semantics and pragmat ics that

tend s to get mushed together in the ord inary programming

parad igm. He (Kowalski), for the moment , is not too concerned with pragmatics-- many others are already working

on that.
(5 )

He is more interested in developing a model for problemsolving than he is in solving any pa rticular problem.

(6)

He feels that his predicate-calculus-as- programming

paradigm makes both co-routining and syntactic parsing

clearer ,

for example.

Kowalski presented some examples of the isomorphism between the

predicate calculus and programming

paradigms. These

ideas are discussed

fully in a forthcoming memo to be entitled T' Predicate Logic as a Program-

ming Language.

The discussion centered mainly around the question " Is A.
semantics or pragmatics?

Some in the audience fel t that the real con-

tent of A. I. is pragmatics , namely information about what to do next

how many solutions to find , and the

like. Kowalski acknowledged the

importance of pragmatics but was unwilling to say that it
subj ect

matter of A.

I. Since Kowalski'

exhausted the

s formalism ignores pragmatics

he is unable to give any instructions in the language about the

which things are to be done. This lack was fel t

pragmatics-is-all school.

order in

to be fatal by the

Nevertheless , Kowalski' s formalization has an

aesthetic appeal , and we should remember that yesterday

tod ay ' s semantics is tomorrow

s synt

s pragmatics is

ax.

Actor Formalisms--Carl Hewi

From the people who brought us PLANNER , we now have ACTORS.

Hewi tt' s

goal is to establish a programming formalism in which programs can

wri tten that
are extend

both run and use existing technology and , in addi tion

able. Thus

he wants strong modularity.

Each module is an

ACTOR. It

is a piece of code that runs and is to

be regarded as a black-box. Its insides cannot be tampered

with. It

not easy for people to understand exactly what is going on wi th

ACTORS.

ACTORS do not call programs or return to other programs as in conventional formalisms; instead they pass

messages. Hewi

tt

showed how the

ACTOR formalism can be used to do all the conventional things one wants
a formalism to be able to do such as iteration , and he gave some examples
of ACTOR-based programs.

There was not enough time for Hewi tt to describe ACTORS sufficiently
for us all to understand them , and it was agreed to hear more of this
later in the program , which we did. The ACTOR formalism is discussed

in more detail in a paper to be

presented at IJCAI-73 enti tled ri A Universal

Modular ACTOR Formalism for Artificial Intelligence " by Carl Hewi tt , et al.

Freddy Assembles a Car--Harry Barrow
As part of his presentation , Barrow showed a film in which the

Edinburgh robot system , FREDDY , assembled a toy car starting with a heap

of parts. The

system consists of a gripper arm , a television camera

and a platform that is movable under the arm

described in a paper to be presented

and camera. The system is

at IJCAI-73 enti tled rtA

Versatile

Computer--Controlled Assembly System " by A. Ambler , et al.

The strategy programs for assembly are controlled by a

Markof type

system in which the next action taken depends on the truth or

a list of predicates. Beyond

this system there is currently no top-level

planning in which sequences of appropriate actions can be
In the vision system for FREDDY ,

sented by a relational

of circles. The

falsi ty of

obj ects are

structure. Curved

obj ects

synthesized.

and repreare fi tted wi th arcs

analyzed

visual system is capable of recognizing each of the

toy car parts in isolation; heaps of parts are recognized as such

voke programs that pull promising objects out of the heaps for

and in-

subsequent

recogni tion.

The overall system works quite smoothly and was rather
The A. I.

impressive.

Situation

Bri tain--Donald Michie
U . S. A. --Bert Raphael

Canad a--Ted Elcock
Michie reported on the study by Sir James Lighthill that was commissioned by the Science Research Council to appraise A. I.

Lighthill'

research.

s report , together with commentary by British A. I. researchers

has been published as a pamphlet by the Science Research Council

and is

entitled Artificial Intelligence: A Paper Symposium (April 1973).

Lighthill ' s report is a cri ticism

generally of the attempt to make

a separate science of A. I. and , specifically, of attempts to build robots.

The report can be faulted on several grounds , but it has led apparently
to the cessation of SRC funding of the robot work being done under Michie

leadership at Edinburgh. Michie
the Lighthi

11

discussed the probable

report on A. I. research in Bri

consequences of

tain.

Raphael described briefly the current ARPA atti

tude that A.

research should be conducted according to soundly developed management

plans. He

also reported that ARPA fel t that it could no longer support

basic research in robotics.

Elcock is attempting to get an A. I. Council together in Canada
and will soon send a report to SIGART describing a recent Canadian A.

works hop.

Automatic Programming--Robert Balzer
As a first step toward automatic programming, Balzer has
mented a system called the Programmer

imple-

s Interface. It is an interface

between the BBN programming environment and other languages , such as

EL/l. Whenever

an evaluation is to be done , it is done in the user

language. The system uses the ARPA network to get routines
centers having the language in which the routine

evaluated at

is wri tten. The

system

now works wi th PL/l , EL/l , and COBOL.

Balzer described a dozen or so features that he thought would be
useful and currently implementable in a software product

ion facili ty.

These include: programmer s interface , perturbation detectors , inter-

face specifiers ,

structured objects (like ACTORS), machine exercizes

(to

simulate a machine), code testers (path analysis programs), scaffolding
(for testing unwri tten code), and documentation aspects. Useful program

verification and man-machine code generation facili ties would probably

not be available until somewhat

Balzer

later.

s approach toward automatic programming seems to be to

anchor in current technology one end of a spectrum of features and then
to proceed gradually along this continuum toward more exotic

facili ties.

HACKER--Gerald Sussman
HACKER is a program , written in CONNlVER , that automatically
generates debugged code to perform robot tasks in the MIT BLOCKS

Starting wi th

a library of documented routines

world.

(that can ini tially

be

as large or as small as you please), HACKER uses various sorts of programming knowledge--including the documentation contained in the routines--

to construct a program to perform a

task.

In constructing the program

HACKER tries for the simple kill first using a " maybe-this- will work

approach. Tentative programs

are then tested , and if bugs occur

(typically they will), more detailed programming knowledge is used to

find the reason for the bug and to eliminate

it.

HACKER really is an attempt to simulate how a programmer

cally Sussman) programs. It

(specifi-

is thoroughly described in a forthcoming

MIT dissertation by Sussman.

Modelling, Question-Answering and Route Finding in a Robot World

Ri chard Fikes
Fikes discussed some new retrieval routines he has added to QA4.

These allow deduction processes to be called to attempt to prove statements not explicitly found in the QA4 data
qui te useful in question-answering

base. Such

routines will be

systems.

A hierarchical modelling scheme was also descri

bed. As applied to

a robot world , the hierarchy contains several levels of detail of various

locations in the robot world. Fikes

then described a special route-

finding package for robot navigation to be used in conjunction with the
hierarchical model.

Automatic Programming Research at Stanford--C. Cordell Green
In the absence of Jack Buchanan (formerly a student at

Stanford),

Green described t he problem- solving system cOhstructed by Buchanan and

David Luckham. An abstract of the talk Buchanan was to have given

follows:
The obj ecti

ves of this

research proj ect have been to develop

methods and to implement a system for automatic generation

of programs. The problems of wri ting programs

for robot control

symbol manipulation and simple numerical computations have

been studied and some elementary programs generated. A particular formalism

, i.

, a Semantic Frame , has been developed to

define the programming environment

a program. A Semantic

and permit the sta tement of

Frame includes a particular representa-

tion of the world in the form of

and a set of fully

axioms

instantiated literals , and rules for manipulating the state

of the world. Rules
operator rules ,

may define atomic operators

iterative processes

, i.

, i.

, iterative rules

or si tuations defined as equivalent to the
set of goals, i. e., defini tional rules. A

achievement of a
Semantic Frame

may be translated into a particular set of programs used in a
subgoaling system which involves backtracking from the goal

to be achieved to the initial

active ,

i.

state. The system is inter-

, responds to some simple advice and allows

incremental and " stepwise " program development. The output
program or solution will transform the
one which the desired goal

is true. The

used are procudure calls , assignments ,

di tional statements. Some

ini tial

state into

program constructs

rl while fl loops, and con-

elements of the underlying logical

theory for such a system will be

solving algorithm wi 11 be . whown

described: the

basic problem

to be correct; and method

for implementing the various system features will be discussed.

Green also discussed some of the approaches being taken
automatic programming by him and by his students

toward

at Stanford. Of part i-

cular interest is a study in how to generate a program from a trace of
its execution.

ABSTRIPS--Earl Sacerdoti
A problem domain may be represented as a hierarchy of abstraction
spaces, in which successively finer levels of detail are introduced.
The problem solver ABSTRIPS , a modification of STRIPS4 , can define an

abstraction space hierarchy from the STRIPS representation of a problem

domain and

can use the hierarchy in solving

problems.

ABSTRIPS has achieved a significant increase in problem- solving

power over

STRIPS. Sacerdoti illustrated

this increase by an example

in which the search space explored by STRIPS was much branchier than
the rather direct solution to the same problem obtain by ABSTRIPS.

The ABSTRIPS program is the subject of a paper presented at

enti tled " Planning

IJCAI-73

in a Hierarchy of Abstraction Spaces " by E. Sacerdoti.

Hierarchical Planning and Execution--Nils Nilsson
Nilsson described a program for hierarchical robot plan generation

and execution. The system is further described in a note entitled
Hierarchical Robot , Planning and Execution System " by Ni Is J. Ni Isson

Stanford Research Insti tute Artificial Intelligence
Note 76

, April 1973. The

abstract for this note

This report descri bes
a hierarchically organized

Center Technical

follows:

a robot control program consisting of
plan

generation and

execution

system.

The program is written in QA4 and makes use of several featur9s

of that language. The usually sharp distinction between
robot plan generation and execution is intentionally blurred

in this system in that planning and execution phases occur
intermixed at various levels of the

hierarchy. The

that clearly illustrates

currently exists as a running program

the concepts

system

involved; major addi tions

and refinements

would be necessary if the system were to be used to control
an actual robot device.

Harry Barrow mentioned that some similar work was being performed
at Edinburgh by a student , Philip Hayes. Hayes

' work concerns the

hierarchy of planning and execution performed by a travel agent in arranging trips.

The discussion then focused on a sample planning and execution

t ask used in a Stanford Uni versi

ty

seminar in A. I. languages.

Some

controversy ensued over whether these kinds of problems could be

studied adequately wi th

robot simulations or , instead , required robot

(particularly vision) hardware.
Small Talk

--J.

F. Rulifson

Small Talk fI

is a

programming language being developed by Alan Kay

and Jeff Rulifson at Xerox Palo Al to Research Center for use in teaching

chi Idren about
ism ,

computing. It shares several ideas wi th the ACTOR formal-

and Rulifson spent most of his time talking about the similari ties

and differences between ACTORS and fl Small

Talk.

Robotic Equipment--Nils Nilsson

Nilsson briefly reviewed the preliminary conclusions of an SRI

study on robotic equipment. These

are contained in an interim report

being wri tten for the National Science Foundation enti

tled fl Study of

Equipment Needs for Artificial Intelligence Research " by N. J. Ni Isson

et al. The abstract of this report

This report descri bes

follows:

interim results of a

proj ect to

specify

special equipment for research in Artificial

Intelligence.

After surveying several potential users it was decided that
there was a need for standardized equipment for

search.

Such equipment includes a

subsystem ,

robot re-

vis ion subsystem ,

and a moblie cart subsystem. Some

an arm

users desire a

robot consisting of all three sybsystems , while others need

lesser combinations. Taking into account these user

needs,

and equipment cost and availability considerations , we re-

commend a list of modular components that in total comprises

a complete mobile robot system. Alternatively, subsets of
the component lis t

can be used to sui t

particular user needs.

The recommended systems include a small minicomputer to be

used for arm
wi th the user

traj ectory, vehicle

navigation , and interfacing

s main computer. Use of the minicomputer

provides needed research flexibili ty
ri thms can be

in that control algo-

easi ly revised and add i tional user sensor and

effector equipment can be easily

added.

The complete vehicle/arm/vision robot system will be

con-

trolled from the user s main computer over a radio link to

to the on-board minicomputer. The robot will be able to
operate in an office or laboratory environment , and will be

powered by rechargeable storage

batteries. Television pic-

tures from the vehicle will be sent back to the main com-

puter over a video-bandwidth radio

link.

Cos t estimates for both the prototype equipment and future

copies are given.

IV CONCLUSIONS
At the end of the workshop, it was the general consensus that such
informal get-togethers provide an extremely va luable means for learning

about and discussing each other

s work. At

this workshop, many of us

were surprised to see that so many problem- solving issues are now being

discussed as issues of A. I.

language design. Since this trend of in-

corporating problem- solving strategies directly into A. I.

languages

will probably continue , we concluded that any future workshop on

auto-

matic problem- solving ought to include , as this one did , specifically

recent work in A. I.

languages.

Most of the participants agreed that much the same group should

meet again for another workshop next

year. Donald Michie suggested

that perhaps the next one could again be in Scotland , possibly imme-

diately preceding or following

IFIP-74.
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